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Archrock owns, operates, services and maintains natural gas 
compression equipment. We provide contract compression 
services, helping to maximize uptime for our customers.
Our compression services provide customers with increased financial and operational 

flexibility, allowing them to lock in monthly compression services costs and make  

capital investments elsewhere in their businesses. We offer a variety of contract 

compression solutions – from maintenance, overhauls, labor and monthly payments –  

all individualized to meet specific customer needs.

Archrock built its reputation by reliably and safely operating the largest fleet of  

contract compression equipment in the U.S,  We are a company of natural gas 

compression experts, strategically combining technologies, products and services to 

provide exceptional service, offering our customers more confidence with less risk.  

We also work with our customers to help them achieve their emissions reduction 

objectives. We offer electric-drive compression, connect our customers with leading 

methane monitoring and mitigation technology and have our own patent-pending 

methane capture system for compression.

For strong, dependable service, our 

customers count on Archrock. We are a 

U.S. based energy infrastructure company 

with a primary focus on midstream natural 

gas compression. Specializing in superior 

compression services, unmatched technical 

expertise and an unwavering commitment 

to safety, we provide consistent, reliable 

compression and affiliated services to 

production companies and midstream 

applications all across the U.S. 

We are a premier provider of contract 

compression with a legacy that spans 

70 years. Headquartered in Houston, 

Texas, Archrock has approximately 1,000 

employees and currently operates more 

than 3.6 1 million horsepower.

(1) Based on total operating horsepower as of December 31, 2023.
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AFTERMARKET SERVICES
Archrock’s Aftermarket Services help extend the life  
of your assets and maximize your investment by lowering  
the lifecycle cost of your equipment.

Oil & gas operations require reliable gas compression, and Archrock provides the 

expertise and responsive services to maintain your equipment – helping to optimize 

and maximize production. Archrock’s commitment to superior service at the local level 

is the foundation of our Aftermarket Services, which is why we operate shops and 

employ field service technicians throughout the U.S. We’re wherever you need us.

Archrock [NYSE: AROC] is a leading  

provider of natural gas contract  

compression services to customers  

throughout the United States. We supply  

new, OEM and remanufactured parts with  

the service expertise needed to maintain  

or recondition compression equipment.  

Headquartered in Houston, Texas, Archrock  

has approximately 1,000 employees.  

For more information, visit Archrock.com.

FIELD SERVICE EXPERTS
Archrock has ~500 of the industry’s  

most qualified and highly-skilled field service  

technicians (FST) placed in strategic  

concentrations within every significant  

producing region across the U.S. We’re right  

by your side, leading with unparalleled  

experience and a rock-solid commitment  

to maximizing your uptime. Wherever  

you are, whenever you need us, you can be  

sure we’ll be there, fully committed to  

helping you succeed!




